
Automate User Management Across 
the Cloud and On-Prem

What if it didn’t matter which tenant a user needed to be created 

or set up in? With CoreView, you can! Manage all users and 

groups in a single place, so you can stop worrying about which 

admin panel to log into and focus on more strategic tasks.

Simplify your day-to-day management by reducing complex 

tasks from many steps to a simple click:

It’s like an ‘easy button’ for Microsoft 365 management,  

reducing help desk escalations and simplifying administration.

• User provisioning or 

onboarding

• De-provisioning or  

offboarding

• Password resets

• Unlocking accounts

• Group membership 

management

• Many others

With CoreSuite,  
it’s all under control

 ✔ FULL VALUE 
Get more from your 
Microsoft 365 investment 
by optimizing licenses and 
driving adoption across the 
enterprise.

 ✔ FULL OVERSIGHT 
Identify and manage 
security and compliance 
gaps with real-time visibility 
into everything from 
breach attempts to policy 
violations.

 ✔ FULL SPEED 
Turn hours (or days) of work 
into just a few clicks, with 
a platform that does the 
heavy lifting on manual, 
mundane tasks.  

AZURE HYBRID CONNECTOR

Slow sync takes 
 30 minutes to 24 hours

Fast sync with partial 
import every 30 seconds

One way sync from 
on-prem to cloud

Bi-directional sync lets 
CoreView update fast

Separate logins slows 
down admins

Unified admin panels 
for cloud and on-prem

Impossible to report  
on hybrid users

Simple reporting in 
just a few clicks

Impossible to script 
across hybrid

Easy to run onboarding, 
 offboarding workflows

VS.
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Microsoft 365 Management for 
Hybrid Environments

Get it all under control with a single management platform and 
complete any admin task—whether in the cloud or on-prem.

http://www.coreview.com
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Eliminate the Need to Log Into Multiple Admin Centers to Manage Users

Are you still logging into several 

admin panels to complete a simple 

task? How about waiting for a slow 

sync process to run to finish  

your task?  

It’s never simple in a 

hybrid environment.

With CoreView management actions 

and workflows, you can kick off 

complex tasks with a few simple 

clicks - or automate them entirely, 

freeing up IT time to focus on more 

strategic projects.

 
Dramatically Reduce the Burden of Hybrid Microsoft 365 Management

Our customers report saving between 30 to 

40% of admin time with CoreView. Easily reduce 

the admin burden of Microsoft 365 by:

• Reducing complex tasks to a couple of clicks, 

or automating them entirely, with workflows;

• Allowing IT teams to delegate administration 

securely with Virtual Tenants so local business 

units can manage their admin instead of 

submitting requests;

• Monitoring your environment ensuring full 

visibility;

• Automating license management to gain the 

most value from Microsoft 365;

• Bonus: Across your entire environment so 

you’re always in control, whether in the cloud 

or on-prem. 

CoreView cuts the chaos and gets Microsoft 365 under control. The CoreView Microsoft 365 Management Platform helps IT teams get full value 
from their Microsoft 365 investment, gain full oversight of their environment, and move at full speed. More than 10 million users and the world’s 
largest organizations rely on CoreView to craft perfect privileges, eliminate wasted licenses, drive adoption, and automate repetitive tasks. A 
Microsoft Gold Partner, CoreView is Co-Sell Prioritized and available on the Azure Marketplace. CoreView | Now It’s Under Control.
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CONFIGURATION

API Key

SAVED
The configuration has

been saved
On premises is ready

to go

AWAITING FOR
CONNECTION

Copy and past the 
below api key in the 

agent web page

CONNECTED 
SUCCESSFULLY

Connection established
successfully

TRY TO OPEN SESSION SESSION OPENED
SUCCESSFULLY

COMPLETED

EXCHANGE

URL

Username

administrator@coreviewlab.local

Password

ACTIVE DIRECTORY

URL

Username

Password

coreviewlab\administrator

Management Wizard

SELECT ACTION SELECT ITEMS VIEW BASKET

Select Management Actions

Filter actions…

CUSTOMER ACTIONS

USER

Create on premises distribution group

Create on premises user

Edit on premises security group

Edit mailbox

Enable remote mailbox

Remove on premises security group

Remove on premises user

Remove on mailbox

Unlock user

Lock user

Create on premises distribution group

Create on premises user

Edit on premises distribution group

Edit user properties

Edit user attributes

Edit endpoint manager

Edit mailbox user

Remove on premises distribution

Remove on premises security group

Reset sync user password

ON PREMISES

DISTRIBUTION GROUP

ENDPOINT MANAGER

MAIL CONTACT

MAILBOX

MOBILE

MICROSOFT 365 GROUPS

ONEDRIVE
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